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a soldier with a map. the term cartoony is used to describe the maps (in the form of aerial photographs) that show the local area as a series of colourful dots on a map. for example, in geelong, victoria in the early 1980s the local football club held a competition for the best 'cartoony' drawings of geelong.
other examples can be found in ozcars 2009 (we would encourage you to send in your cartoony submissions!), and tracks. a combination of fluid lubrication and geomorphing (a jointed motion and shape change) with a gripping surface. the gripping surface is adapted from the superficial bristles on a

lobster's foot, which allows the animal to use its strong muscles to maneuver while it non-invasively grips a substrate. see also lobster foot, biomimetic robotics, biomimetics. fangs are part of an evolutionary adaptation for killing prey and are usually referred to as "the fifth digit" of the hand. they are also
commonly known as canine teeth or canine. usually these fangs are attached to the mandible (lower jaw). a group or flock of wild animals. the word comes from the french expression for a (real) wolf: gros loup. (loup=wolf; gros=big). there are many different terms and the oldest one is wolf pack, and it is

used in united states and canada. in australia it is not used. to be accurate, all animals in a wolf pack are not wolves, wolves are a subspecies of dogs. the english word wolf is derived from the scandinavian word vök, the closest modern day wolf could be, is the scandinavian varg.
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the world wide web is a system of interlinked hypertext documents (i.e. web pages), located on various computers around the world and maintained by individual organizations (individual or groups of people) called webmasters. hyperlinks to documents on other websites are embedded in the text of a web
page. this allows a user to instantly jump to other related pages of information while reading the current document. the most important tool to make the web accessible to every visitor. for example, all documents on wikipedia are freely available under a free open access license. a book in which text and

illustrations are presented using words and pictures, rather than solely in the form of written language. we live in a visual age, where many of our day-to-day activities depend on visual inputs. even manual laborers are aided by technological tools. books are the initial step to shaping human culture,
learning, and continuing human development. there are seven human senses: seeing, hearing, smelling, tasting, touching, feeling, and thinking. these are the basic ingredients which start to build a book. a bacterial protoplast is a tiny, colorless, pellicle-free culture of bacteria that has been enriched by the
removal of the nutrients which the bacteria would normally take in from the surrounding fluid. it is important that bacterial protoplasts are free of surface contaminants, as such contaminants may affect cell walls, and detachment of the cell walls from the protoplast may result in the loss of cell viability. in

order to obtain bacterial protoplasts, a bacterial culture is first grown in a liquid nutrient medium until the culture reaches mid-log phase. the bacterial culture is then mixed with a non-nutrient diluent and allowed to settle by gravity for several hours. the bacterial culture that settles into the diluent is
referred to as the protoplast and may contain a large number of cells. the protoplasts are transferred to a fresh aliquot of diluent and an inorganic phosphate-dipolyphosphate (p/p) low-molecular-weight buffer solution, often in the presence of a saponin to assist in cell wall removal. this will solubilize the
outer layer, or envelope, of the protoplast. the solution is strained through a 0.4 um filter to remove undissolved protoplast fragments. the undissolved residue is removed by repeated washing. the protoplast may then be either stored at 4 degrees or concentrated by lyophilization for long-term storage.
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